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FARM EQUIPMENT

1. Pack bearing cones with Universal Heavy Duty
Wheel Bearing Grease (or equivalent), thoroughly

forcing grease between rollers, cone and cage. Fill

space between bearing cups in hub with grease to in-

side diameter of.cups.

2. Assemble two bearing cones and spacers to each

wheel and insert in the fork as shown in figure 1.

Place this assembly in the yoke and connect with a

3/4 X 9-inch capscrew and one jam nut.

3. Tighten the jam nut to compress bearings and to

purge excess grease. Continue tightening jam nut

while rotating wheel until a slight drag is noticed.

Back off nut 1/4-turn, install second jam nut on cap

screw and tighten against first nut installed to secure

adjustment of bearings.

4. Place the gauge wheel support bracket against

Jhe bottom of the header box beam, 9" (229 mm) from
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the end as shown in figure 2. Hold bracket securely

and mark the four holes. Remove bracket, center

punch the centerlineof each hole and drill to 1 1/32"

(8.75 mm). DO NOT drill larger than 11/32" since

thread cutting screws will be installed in these

holes.

5. Attach gauge wheel support bracket to header

box beam with four thread cutting tapping screws.

6. Remove existing clevis pins attaching skid shoe to

its adjustment bracket. Place in storage for future use

of skid shoes when gauge wheels are removed. Place

gauge wheel assembly behind the existing skid shoe
on the header and attach the gauge wheel yoke to the

skid shoe with two bolts called out in figure 2.

7. Attach gauge wheel fork to support bracket with a

clevis pin secured with a hairpin cotter. Adjust gauge
wheel operating height if known.

Gauge Wheel Fork

Match drill four

holes 11/32" (8.75 mm)

3/4" Jam Nut /^l
(2 each bolt)

\V
Gauge Wheel

Yoke

1/2x3-1/2" Clevis Pin

and 1/8" Hair Pin Cotter

Gauge Wheel Fork

Bearing Cone

r- Spacer (2

each wheel)

3/4 X 9" Cap Screw (2)

Figure 1

Remove existing

skid shoe clevis pin
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